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Abstract:

Nowadays, the evolution of technology and the increasing use of computers gave the opportunity for developing new methods of education of deaf individuals and sign language interpreters. The e-learning environments that have been developed for the education of sign language provide web-based courses, designed to effectively teach to anyone the Sign Language. Recognizing the difficulties and barriers of sign language training as well as the importance of sign language interpreters for the community of deaf and hearing impaired, this paper presents the SIGN Learning Partnership, a project for sign language education. The objective of the partnership is to develop a new training method for sign language interpreter’s training together with a curriculum ready for accreditation, based on the outcome of the research in all previous-mentioned areas.

1 Introduction

The understanding of Deaf culture as well as the recognition of Sign Language is of major importance for the inclusion of Deaf community in everyday life. In particular, it is important that Sign Language is given a greater standing among language learning and acquisition agendas should be recognized as an important minority language for deaf people and their communication. Traditionally the First and Secondary education of deaf individuals becomes either in special schools, where teaching of courses becomes from professionals who know the sign language and the main method for educating Deaf individuals is the optic – acoustic one. However in many cases the number of special schools is limited and a lot of deaf children are forced to attend courses in mixed schools. The deaf individuals have the possibility via special examinations to be registered in universities and attend the courses with the help of interpreter. Furthermore, in some countries, where Sign Language is officially recognized as a minority language, academic departments exist, which offer postgraduate programs for Sign Language.

One of the most important roles in the deaf community is the interpreter of Sign Language. The role of the interpreter is to solve the communication problem. Interpreters constitute the “voice” of deaf people or hearing impaired. An interpreter assists in seminars, lectures and other official affairs.

The successful inclusion of individuals, who are deaf or hard of hearing, constitutes a challenging goal over time. In particular, as mentioned in [27], “in the wake of increasing concerns about the full inclusion of individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing in general education, without adequate communication and social supports, research is needed to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the key individuals making inclusion possible”. Long-standing debates on communication approaches render the issues of inclusion more complex. The issue of communication is a key factor in implementing inclusive education. The
responsibility placed on an educational sign language interpreter is that important that the issue of roles, functions, and qualifications emerges as a concern for the field [27]. Nowadays, the evolution of technology and the increasing use of computers gave the opportunity for developing new methods of education of deaf individuals and sign language interpreters. The e-learning environments that have been developed for the education of sign language provide web-based courses, designed to effectively teach to anyone the Sign Language. The courses focus on conversational Sign Language and make extensive use of digital video to demonstrate the visual nature of signing, while later years haptic devices and equipment is also proposed. Furthermore most of e-learning environments provide useful services like on-line dictionaries, fingerspelling, glossary and numbers [8].

Recognizing the difficulties and barriers of sign language training as well as the importance of sign language interpreters for the community of deaf or hearing impaired, this paper presents the SIGN Learning Partnership, a project for sign language education. This project aims to improve the present sign language and deaf education/training system in Europe. The objective of this project is to bring equality through disseminating information about Deaf culture and by breaking down existing barriers and misconceptions about Deaf culture.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the main characteristics of Sign Language, while Section 3 describes the role of Sign Language interpreters in the community of the deaf and hearing impaired. Section 4 presents tools and platforms developed for supporting Sign Language Training in many countries, while the Section that follows presents the Sign Learning Partnership. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Sign Language Characteristics

A sign language is a language that uses manual communication, body language and lip patterns instead of sound and oral language, in order to express meaning-simultaneously combining hand shapes, orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, and facial expressions to represent clearly a speaker's thoughts [2], as shown in figure 1 [3]. Sign languages commonly develop in deaf communities, including interpreters, friends and families of deaf people as well as people who are deaf or hard of hearing themselves. Sign language differs from one region to another, just like it happens in oral language. However, when people using different sign languages meet, communication is significantly easier than when people of different oral languages meet. Sign language, in this respect, gives access to an international deaf community. However, sign language is not universal and many different sign languages exist that are mostly mutually unintelligible.

Figure 1: Abstractions which occur in American Sign Language [3]
Wherever communities of deaf people exist, sign languages develop, having complex spatial grammars that are markedly different than spoken language. Often various signed “modes” of spoken languages have been developed, such as Signed English [18] and Warlipiri Sign Language [19]. Many different sign languages are in use around the world and are at the core of local Deaf cultures. There are sign languages that have obtained some form of legal recognition, while others have no status at all. An example for the mature status of sign languages is the growing body of sign language poetry, and other stage performances.

3 Role of Interpreters

People are communicating everyday with each other assuming that they can both be understood and understand others. In the case of deaf and hard of hearing persons communicating with people that do not know Sign Language becomes a central issue. In these situations, a sign language interpreter is needed in order to assure that communication and understanding occurs. Sign language interpreters remove language barriers between people who are deaf and use Sign Language and people who can hear and speak. The main goal of each interpreter is to make the communication experience as complete as possible for both hearing and deaf or hard of hearing people. Interpreters constitute the “voice” of deaf people or hearing impaired. An interpreter assists in seminars, lectures and other official affairs. Although interpreters are commonly used within the Deaf community, they could have high hourly costs and may cause a problem in situations where privacy is of high concern, such as at a doctor or lawyer’s office. Interpreters for Deaf people with specialized vocabularies, such as a PhD in Mechanical Engineering, can be difficult to find and very expensive [7].

In order to become an interpreter someone has to acquire fluency in Sign Language. In each country several ways to accomplish this have been developed. Individuals with deaf or hard of hearing, who use Sign Language, begin acquiring signing skills very soon. Conversational fluency in oral language and Sign Language alone does not automatically qualify a person as an interpreter. Additional specific education is needed to ensure that qualified interpreters, who understand their important and special role and also the different situations they may encounter in their work, are available for the Deaf community.

Ideally a variety of areas should be covered by interpreter education programs for Deaf, hard of hearing, and hearing interpreters. We can mention as examples the following: the special role of an interpreter, a historical overview of the interpreting profession, public speaking techniques, understanding and sensitivity to the Deaf community, linguistics and language development, the interpreter's code of ethics, physical factors involved in interpreting, the various specialized situations in which an interpreter might function, and extensive guided practice in the skills involved in interpreting.

4 Tools for Sign Language Training

The need to educate deaf students in their own language, that is sign language, is recognized and is widely accepted as being a positive influence on learning. Researchers, technologists and teaching organizations aim at developing new learning technologies that support sign language education. To this direction many applications were developed, which aim at facilitating sign languages learning as well as at introducing more complex knowledge to the deaf user. The developers of these systems have chosen either Internet or computer based applications to assess larger groups of users. In [22], an e-Learning environment, which was developed for the deaf people is presented. The main objective of this project is the promotion of English Language as a second language for the Deaf people. The environment is based on the adaptation of advanced teleconference services and offers a set of applications and
services aiming at supporting education and training in the form of lifelong and continuous education and training for the deaf people. In [23] an Internet Test Battery system is described, which tries to overcome problems of reading and spelling in Portuguese for both hearing and deaf students. A web-based application, which provides a series of four American Sign Language (ASL) courses, is presented in [26].

Historically, the beginning of computer science is connected with raw interfaces based on text. The progress in computer technology enabled the creation of graphical interfaces but still this interfaces use text as a basic form for the representation of information. For the majority, this is the natural representation of the language which they use in their everyday life. But for individuals that use sign language this is not natural as they have other form of representation of the word, which are gestures. The application described in [11] is an example of application using sign language gestures as the basis of the communication interface. This application uses predefined symbols representing gestures of the sign language. This is very basic support for sign language, because this application does not render actual gestures but transfers user predefined pictures.

Computer technology in learning process is proven to be very convenient and permits for time optimization. Most of the currently developed applications are based on a user self-verification that is the student who achieves the progress and based on that the further study is planned. In the case of sign language domain, the user, who is not fluent in gesture peculiarity, may have difficulty in marking the advance. The introduction of automatic verification of the headway feedback makes a new quality of teaching. It permits to mark the quality of shown gestures objectively and manage the further learning progress. Kids Sign Online [9] is an application in which interface uses all possible media to represent information. Text, pictures, video and sign marks are used to present information in very natural form. This system not only transfers gesture selection from one user to another but it verifies it to determine user progress in education.

Many people with hearing problems might have difficulties for written language learning because is a foreign language for them. For these purpose have been developed many applications which translate written or said text to sign language. The [20] is a system which has been developed for Chinese to Chinese Sign Language translation and the [21] for English Sign Language.

The Online Sign Languages Dictionaries [29][30][31][32][33] constitute very important educational tools for the e-learning and training of Sign Languages. To this direction many online dictionaries have been developed for different Sign Languages. The majority includes a large number of signs and targets at signers as well as at students that learn a Sign Language as second language. These dictionaries have been drawn to meet the requirements and provide the most optimal usage product in each user. Each sign is accompanied from the material and includes, on one side one translational equivalent and the other side synonyms and antonyms in the Sign Language.

At the same time it was essential to place certain standards about the development of e-learning environments. The Access Board is an independent U.S. Federal Agency charged with developing accessibility requirements and guidelines, assisting in the implementation of accessible solutions, and enforcing accessibility standards for federally funded facilities. In 1998, Congress amended the Rehabilitation Act to include Section 508 [10], requiring all U.S. Federal Agencies to make their electronic information accessible to people with disabilities. Compliance with the requirements set out by the Access Board in Section 508 is usually referred to as “ADA Compliant”.

5 Sign Learning Partnership
Recognizing the difficulties and barriers of sign language training as well as the importance of sign language interpreters for the community of deaf or hearing impaired the SIGN Learning Partnership project for sign language education aims at improving the present sign language and deaf education/training system in Europe. The objective of this project is to bring equality through disseminating information about Deaf culture and by breaking down existing barriers and misconceptions about Deaf culture.

In the framework of the SIGN Learning Partnership for sign language education a common platform for discussing and exchanging information to present and future methods of sign language education is developed, to the practices of inclusion of deaf people into VET system and elaborating new training methods and curricula for sign-language interpreters. After an intensive research period in the web, books, reviews and face-to-face interviews, information has been collected in the related fields involving a wide range of different stakeholders such as sign-language interpreters, trainers and trainees of sign language teaching, delegates of organizations established for representing interests of deaf people, specialists from the state administration responsible for policy-making related to social inclusion of the Deaf. Furthermore via meetings and interviews information has been collected concerning the state of the art of the legal status of the sign language in each participating as well as the legal recognition of the sign interpreter profile. Moreover information has been gathered about the courses and training methods which are used in different countries for training sign interpreters as well as the availability of each country for e-learning paths for sign interpreters training.

The survey resulted in two reports: a) “Sign Language Training” and b) “Sign Language Learning Environments”. The first report presents an overview of Sign Language Training in each participating country. Specifically in this report the progress of Sign Language Training in each country has been described along with the current state of training, the dictionary used and the services provided. Moreover some of the basic institutes/organizations that provide and support Sign Language Training are presented along with the national organizations for hearing impaired. The second report presents an overview of e-Learning Systems developed for deaf people and the hearing impaired. This report presents the main functionality and services provided by the selected e-learning systems presented as well as the requirements they aim to support.

Furthermore, an informational portal is created aiming at enabling the exchange of information among stakeholders, and providing a basis for future e-mentoring and e-learning solutions. Some of the main functionalities of the website are the following:

- **Home:** in this module information for the Sign project is presented. In particular, it describes the aim of the project as well as the specific goals it aims to achieve.
- **News-Events:** in this module information for news and events planned concerning sign language interpreting in terms of conferences, seminars, etc.
- **Online Survey:** this module provides a questionnaire developed by the partners for monitoring sign language interpreting in different countries.
- **Library:** in this unit provided documents and information on sign language interpreter training in various countries as policy documents,
- **Forum:** this module allows to members of the sign portal to communicate and exchange ideas on various topics of interest.
- **Links:** this module provides useful links regarding sign language and sign language training as for example, association for the deaf and hearing impaired, associations of sign language interpreters and links to other useful resources.
- **Search:** this module allows the searching and retrieving of pieces of information.
- **Sign Members:** this module presents the members of the Sign website, which are the users registered to the system. The main objective of this section is to bring people together and create the idea of a “community”.
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• Sign Team: this module presents the partners of the SIGN Learning Partnership project as well as their short profiles.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the SIGN portal [6].

![SIGN Learning Partnership Portal](image)

**Figure 2: SIGN Learning Partnership Portal**

## 6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented basic issues in Sign Language Training. In particular, the paper presented the basic and common characteristic among existing sign languages, as well as the role of sign language interpreters in the everyday life of deaf and hearing impaired. To the direction of sign language learning and training, systems and platforms developed for this cause are presented along with the tools, services and functionalities for meeting the special needs of the deaf community. Finally, the SIGN Learning Partnership, a project for sign language education and training in Europe is presented. One of the main objectives of SIGN project is the conduction of an intensive research and assessment of the current schemes to train sign language interpreters, in comparison with the training of foreign language interpreters and the training of sign language interpreters as well as the examination of the barriers of training opportunities of deaf people and sign language interpreters and the vocational training provisions.

Some of the planned steps for the Sign Learning partnership, following the intensive research conducted so far, a new training method and curriculum will be elaborated and will be accommodated to manage peer review. The new training method will use e-learning and e-mentoring solutions, which enables students and trainers to be in different places.
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